
From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A - F Survey Response
Date: Wednesday, March 08, 2017 12:10:29 PM

Madam/Sir:

While I think that accountability is a crucial aspect of public education, I
would like to see charter schools and private schools subject to the same A
- F grade.  I believe that this is equitable in case the state voucher
program is expanded.

Please....Please reduce the amount of credit give to AzMerit results when
calculating school grades.  Low income school communities will not score as
well as upper middle income schools.  80+% is a ludicrous amount of weight.
Please consider school/student academic growth as an increased factor for
labeling schools.
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From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F consider PE
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 9:29:31 PM

I am writing as a veteran Physical Education teacher and as a parent.  Please consider factoring PE into the A-F
rating.  Physical Education is so valuable to all students and needed now more than ever.  Although I personally feel
Physical Education is far more important than one bonus point I am at least happy that PE is being considered.  Our
profession has continually worked to provide our students with the best well rounded education we can give them -
stressing the importance of a healthy life style while also incorporating science, math, reading, etc.  A quality
Physical Education program is valued at all schools by students, staff, families, and in our communities.  Prove to us
that you also value our time and dedication to children by adding our subject area to A-F.
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From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F Feedback
Date: Monday, March 06, 2017 10:51:23 AM

Good morning,
I would like to provide some feedback related to the A-F Accountability
Framework.  I am an active administrator and would like to see my suggestions
taken into consideration.

For both the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks, I would like to advocate for the adoption of the Florida
Model provided as an option for ELA and math as part of the Growth Component. This option is
much more transparent than the Student Growth Percentiles (SGP) which were utilized in the
prior A-F Plan for K-8 and included data which individual sites/districts could not verify as we do
not have access to all of the data on which those growth scores were based. For similar reasons, it
would even be preferable to the Student Growth Targets (SGT) that are also proposed as an
option. Furthermore, SGPs--by nature of their design--inherently produce "winners" and "losers"
in which one school's/district's gains are at the expense of another due to the rank ordering
which is utilized as part of the measure. The Florida Model provides points based on the individual
student, not their progress as compared to others and does so in a way which provides greater
acknowledgement of progress than would be awarded with the use of SGTs. The Florida Model
provides the fairest growth measure for our demographic and meets philosophical goals set forth
by the SBE for transparency, also enabling individual students to be the unit of analysis.
For the College and Career Ready Index (CCRI), which is proposed as a component of the 9-12
Framework, I strongly support the proposed CCRI Rubric. It provides a balanced approach which
recognizes and rewards both college and career readiness, incorporating elements of both into the
draft CCRI Rubric. This comprehensive approach for this component enables the inclusion of
available data elements (other than state assessment data), to be utilized as part of the 9-12 A-F
Framework and meets the philosophical goal of the SBE to include multiple measures of
performance in the framework.
I also strongly support the inclusion of "bonus points" for special education enrollment at the
school level in both the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks. These points reinforce and reward the inclusion
of all students in school, particularly for those schools which serve a higher special education
population for programmatic reasons.

Thank you for your time,

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov


From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F grading formula
Date: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 8:49:36 PM

Hi, 
I wanted to let you know my thoughts as a current teacher about the new A-F grading formula.
I'm very disappointed in what I'm seeing.

I see first hand at my school, Butterfield Elementary, that K-6 students have strong positive feelings about PE. PE is on of the
student's favorite subject/class. This week in fact when the students were taking AZMerits the consensus on campus has been
disappointment if their class missed their PE time because of testing and scheduling.  
Your body was meant to move and I see that on a daily basis that the students need to move and are more focused after
some physical activity. I'm attaching a link to an article from PHIT, Personal Health Investment Today, "Physical Activity
produces better academic results"  http://www.phitamerica.org/Academics.htm The article uses Dr. Charles Hillman famous
brain scan picture. 
Also, John Ratey, MD from Harvard Medical School has said, "Exercise is Miracle- Gro for the brain".

 I feel that more PE is needed in our schools not less. I feel very strongly that PE needs to be taught by a certified PE teacher.
 We now have  excellent, demanding state physical and health education standards and they fit in with the overall K-8
curriculum including reading, writing, math and science.
We have an obesity problem in our nation and especially in Arizona.
PE should not be an after thought.  Health education and music and the arts should not be after thoughts within a school. I
strongly believe these programs should be worth a whole lot more than 1 bonus point for a school.
I understand that in spite of strong public support at hearings throughout the state, that some Committee members are trying
to remove Physical & Health Education & Arts Education from the proposed new A-F formula.  Some Committee members,
who said they supported PE and Health Ed at the hearings on Thursday March 23 in Tempe, turned around on Monday March
27 and contradicted what they told the public in Tempe.  This undermines the public's faith in the hearing process and the
Committee's credibility.  I have heard that some on our panel in Tucson support PE and certified instructors, but voted
against it because of a push on the panel for non certified instruction of PE and to let the districts decide how much or how
little they want to include.  There is too much confusion on a straight forward subject. Get PE in the schools with certified
instructors and have it worth more than 1 point for a school.

The goal of physical education is to develop physically literate individuals who have knowledge, skills, and confidence to enjoy a
lifetime of physical activity.

To pursue a lifetime of healthful physical activity, a physically literate individual:
•       Has learned the skills necessary to participate in a variety of physical activities.
•       Knows the implications and the benefits of involvement in various types of physical activities.
•       Participates regularly in physical activity.
•       Is physically fit.
•       Values physical activity and its contributions to a healthful lifestyle.
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From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F Grading
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 9:43:34 PM

To whom it may concern,
  I am emailing in hopes to share my opinion and concerns with the state board of education committee
members, about the A-F grading. I live in Maricopa County and speak to you as a parent of eighth grade
and sophomore students in the Arizona schools.  I am very involved in knowing about the various school
systems, whether my children attend or not.  My kids have attended preschool, as well as have been
home schooled, in a public school, and in a charter school.  I have interned and volunteered in my
previous home state, and in Arizona over the years, at public, private, and charter schools.  I have
advocated for my children on many occasions. I have a stepson and daughter who have/had IEPs or
504s throughout their school years.  I also have a daughter who makes it her goal to get straight A's.  I
understand the complexity of having to make the many decisions needed to benefit the students.  I also
understand the grading system is often based on testing.  I know having tests help to show evidence of
learning, or the lack of.  Testing will never give accurate results when you think of the many students who
have test anxiety or have studied just before the test only long enough to pass but then forget the
material.  Still, we need to see progress.  I have looked over the components that may be put into place
on how schools will be graded.  I have seen how essential reading and math are to the education system.
 I believe it to be true, that up to fifth grade students learn to read, and once in fifth grade, they read to
learn.  I also see that mathematics is in everything.  What about the other critical subjects?  How do you
determine what is essential? You have some of them mentioned but not enough, nor all of them.  I have
seen how physical education has literally been life savers for students.  I also have seen music and other
subjects of the arts do the same.  My daughter is the perfect example.  She has played multiple
instruments for years and has had straight A's.  When we moved to Arizona a couple years ago we made
it a point to find a way for her to continue.  She does not practice every day like she used to, and I was
able to see the difference in her focus and thinking. She later decided to try drama and thrived, helping
her with her anxiety and focus.  

I am asking that you really look at what is best for our children.  Physical education especially, needs to
become a major point of interest.  Physical education is also in everything we do and is life long.  I believe
every school should have a quality program taught by a teacher certified, in order to give physical
education justice.  I have done many studies for my own personal education.  This has helped me with
the academic, medical, and behavioral issues my former foster children and children have had over the
years.  The Result is the same, physical activity and nutrition has an extreme impact.  It needs to be
known that physical education has helped with academic scores, overall health, and engaging children in
school.  One of my children has behavioral issues, and was better when eating and sleeping right.  When
adding physical activity, it was like a night and day difference.  When I saw this, I decided when pursuing
my education, I would change my major from elementary education to physical education, once I received
my minor in psychology.  Whether a child has disabilities or not, I have seen how beneficial physical
education can be.  Our physical education programs have not always been taught by quality teachers and
unfortunately my children had to suffer from it.  Due to this, I believe physical education needs to be
taught by certified teachers that will follow standards. After further education, I have learned that the
SHAPE America standards are just the type of standards needed.  Even those against standardized
tests, see the value in these standards, because they demand accountability, and still allow for diversity
and ability differences.  Schools should be graded on physical education and have to meet standards just
like every other critical subject.  The state statutes include them in competency in promoting children to
high school, and should be enforced.  I ask that schools be graded on having a physical education and
health program with a certified teacher, that will focus on progress in meeting standards.  This can be
done in so many ways.  I noticed fitness gram gives goals for students to meet based on age and gender.
 At first I did not agree with this because abilities vary and can be genetic.  However, once I saw that my
children are not graded on their results, but instead are given ideas of where they are and what they can
do for progress, I am now all for it.  Please consider helping our children by providing these opportunities
to be the positive influence our society needs.

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov


Thank you for your                    



From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F School Accountability Input
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 7:29:17 PM

What gets measured gets managed, and what gets tested and graded gets taught.  K-8 schools
are graded on their reading, writing and math test results, therefore that is where they focus
their instructional time.  

The pressure is such that schools have taken major chunks of time from physical & health
education and music & visual art education, in particular, as well as from recess, in the hope of
boosting their ELA and math scores.  This creates a roughly 10% increase in time for ELA and
math, but devastates PE, health ed, and the arts by 50% or more.  Indeed, many schools no
longer even have PE or arts ed, and half have just one recess daily.  

The unintended consequences of this are disastrous.  The large number of students, whose
favorite subject is PE/gym or the arts, disengage and even learn to hate school.  High-energy
students, especially boys, get punished and graded down because they can't sit still and focus,
making good boys into "bad" ones.  And 1 out of 3 students are headed for a life of diabetes
and other chronic conditions, because they were too inactive and never learned healthy habits,
at the one place where they could have learned those things: their school.  

And now we know that that that time reallocation has been counterproductive academically. 
For example, schools which have shifted time away from PE have not improved their test
results, and schools which have kept traditional levels of PE have not been harmed
academically  (Kwak et al., 2009; Lees & Hopkins, 2013; Rasmussen & Laumann, 2013;
RWJF, 2009; Shephard, 1996; Singh et al., 2012; Trost & van der Mars, 2010; Trudeau, 2008,
2010; Trudeau & Shephard, 2010; USDHHS, 2010; Wilkins et al, 2003).  What is more,
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity actually improves academic performance, even when
time is re-allocated from classroom instruction time (Ahamed et al, 2007: Action School! BC;
 Donnelly et al, 2009: PAAC; Fedewa et al., 2011; Hillman, Castelli et al, 2007- ;  Hollar et al,
2010;  Kamijo et al, 2011, 2012;  Shephard, 1996; Sallis et al, 1999).

The future price of a 2-3x increase in the state AHCCCS budget to pay for the consequences
of schools' current time allocation choices will devastate public funding of education.  As
priorities flip to fund chronic disease management as a life-or-death matter for millions of
adults, health costs will dominate the state budget.   And since there will not be enough
government money to cover these costs, families' budgets will also transform, as what is now
net disposable income gets reallocated to increased health costs.  Tax increases for education,
which seem difficult now, will become permanently impossible for families with no income to
spare. 

The State Board of Education has an opportunity to start heading off these severe
consequences, by rebalancing the A-F school grading accountability system.  We need to
reduce our fear-based excessive focus on ELA & math test prep, and follow the evidence to
balanced, best practices for K-12 education.  We need to start figuring out immediately, how
to bring the particularly neglected subjects of physical & health education and music & visual
art education into the accountability system as soon as possible.

Thank you for your consideration, 

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov


-- 



From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: A-F school accountability
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 8:45:53 PM

Please add school wellness (PE, Health Ed, adequate recess, increased physical activity, fresh scratch-prep produce-
rich meals, site-based wellness committees, school gardens, SEL) to the A-F formula. Given 1) growing child
obesity, diabetes, and ADHD, and 2) brain science showing that healthy kids learn best, schools that best respond to
the ADE's call for whole child Ed should be recognized.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov


From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Cc:
Subject: AZ Merit Grade 11
Date: Thursday, March 23, 2017 11:25:53 AM

I would like to offer the following commentary regarding the school labeling system.
 
First, this state, does not have appropriate standards for ELL’s.  It takes 7 years to learn academic
language and the state only allows 2.  Here at Central we are flooded with international refugees –
this affects our school label.  The legislators refuse to accept this fact.
 
Second, this state does not have standards – it has objectives.  Trying to teach Juniors how to solve

rational functions when they cannot solve simple 6th grade fractions is extremely difficult.  The social
promotion tradition needs to be reconsidered and an exit exam and proficiency score for students

leaving 8th grade needs to be adopted.
 
Third, we have students, in droves who do not know their multiplication facts and yet they are
expected to derive the sum for a geometric series or memorize it?  This is the information age.  Why
are students being deprived of a reference sheet similar to the one in AIMS?
 
This is an optional exam for students, but a non-optional exam for schools.  The students and
parents have no WIFM (what’s in it for me) or incentive to perform well.
 
We cannot educate students who do not attend.  Perhaps the familes of students who do not attend
should be penalized on their taxes in order to repay the tax-payers for wasted dollars.
 
And lastly.  If this is a STEM state with a serious shortage of STEM teachers, then why aren’t STEM
teachers compensated at a rate competitive to other STEM professionals, when STEM teachers can
teach AND peform STEM skills?  A taxation on the sports industry and sporting event tickets could
fund this appropriate compensation.
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AzDEO Essay Contest applicant 
 
How does Dance Inspire you to reach your future goals? 
The obvious answer to the question of how dance inspires me is that helps me 
express my feelings, but it means much more than that to me. My dance education as 
well as the act of dancing can help me immensely in the future. For example, it not only 
is healthful to my body and mind but it also makes me successful in other aspects of my 
life. It could help with college, anxiety reduction, and self confidence. 
There are many scholarships for dance that can be earned for college. This 
would highly decrease the cost. Also, there are schools that offer dance as a major or 
minor for further training or to use as a career. There are numerous classes to enroll in 
that focus on different genres and techniques of dance. On a lesser note, a profession 
in dance has the potential to allow you to earn great amounts of money. As long as you 
chase your passion and joy in life, then the money will eventually come to you because 
you do what you love. If I am dancing everyday, for a solid living, then I will have found 
the perfect combination of work and pleasure. Doing what one loves as a living has got 
to be one of the most rewarding feelings in life. This is why I will pursue it as a career. 
As an individual with an anxiety disorder, communicating with words and with 
everyday actions is a little harder than it usually would be for most other people. When I 
am dancing, I don’t have to worry and can just communicate through movement. While 
on the stage, I feel like it’s just the stage and I, and that I can conquer anything. This, in 
my opinion, is the most monumental feeling in the world. It reduces my anxiety and 
makes me feel stronger than ever. Without dance as an outlet and therapy for me, I 
don’t believe my future goals would be possible because I wouldn’t be have the courage 
to tackle them. 
The last thing that dance does for me is building my self confidence. During 
classes, you get tons of critiques. At first, it might sound hurtful, but you eventually get 
through it and realize that it made you stronger and improved your performance and 
technique. You can compare this to the analogy “taking three steps forward, and one 
step back.” The corrections only make you better. Another way dance makes you feel 
confident is when you get compliments and applause. Compliments are obvious, but 
when you get applause, it makes you feel incredible. When a crowd applauds, you know 
that all of your hard work has paid off. Self confidence applies to many situations in 
everyday life, which is why dance is a good way to learn and practice this. 
In conclusion, dance will help me in the near future with my college and career 
goals and it will prove helpful on an everyday basis in dealing with anxiety, and 
improving my self confidence. I do not know where I would be today without dance. 



 

AzDEO Student Essay Contest 
 

How does Dance help you handle the stresses of life? 
 
 

 
 

Dancing empowers me to feel connected with the world around me. I notice the air against 

my skin as my body moves through space, high and low, gliding, leaping, and turning. I focus on the 

movement, breathe deeply, stretch and relax my muscles, and lose myself in the music. Sometimes I 

feel as if I am not thinking, just moving, and everything else disappears. Dancing helps me to be in 

the moment like a form of meditation for the body. Afterward I feel calm, collected and ready to 

accomplish anything.  

Like a book, dance tells a story. When creating a dance I get in touch with the emotions I feel 

during difficult times that are hard to reveal in words. I love to choreograph and convey feelings and 

thoughts while interpreting the music. It offers an outlet for the anger and sadness and helps me cope 

with a stressful situation. As I perform a dance multiple times I grow more confident in myself and 

am able to enjoy the positive instead of dwelling on the negative aspects of a stressful situation.  

The dance room is a place where my fellow dancers and I can forget about the outside world. 

It is a safe haven, a sanctuary where the atmosphere stays light and supports anyone who enters. I 

feel at one with those who I am dancing with. We may have differences, but dancing and moving in 

harmony brings us closer together. When dancing I imagine that with each movement I am shaking 

off and shedding every negative comment, bad test score, fight with my family, or trouble with my 

friends I had that day. Whenever a stressful situation occurs, whether it is related to schoolwork or 

friends or something else entirely, I always feel better after dancing. 



Dance is a form of art that communicates feelings and emotions through movement. It 

enables me to understand something that is hard to put into words. Dancing permits me to release the 

tensions from the day and express my emotions in a beautiful way.  The action of getting up and 

moving brings my attention to the present, releasing stress and leaving me feeling energized. Overall 

dance helps me in more ways than one, especially in stressful, chaotic times. 

 
 



District High School

Ajo Ajo 
Amphitheater Canyon Del Oro
Apache Junction Apache Junction
Aqua Fria Aqua Fria

Desert Edge
Millennium
Verrado

Benson Benson
Bisbee Bisbee

Buckeye Union 
Estrella Foothills
Youngker High

Casa Grande Casa Grande
Vista Grande

Cave Creek Cactus Shadows
Chandler Chandler High

Bashas
Hamilton
Perry
Casteel

Coolidge Coolidge
Deer Valley Barry Goldwater

Boulder Creek
Deer Valley
Mountain Ridge
Sandra Day O'Connor

Dysart Dysart
Shadow Ridge
Willow Canyon
Valley Vista

Flagstaff Coconino
Florence Florence



Poston Butte
San Tan Foothills

Flowing Wells Flowing Wells
Gilbert Gilbert

Mesquite
Campo Verde
Desert Ridge
Highland

Glendale Glendale
Washington
Apollo
Cortez
Independence
Moon Valley
Sunnyslope
Thunderbird
Greenway

Higley Higley
Williams Field

J O Combs Combs
Marana Marana

Mountain View
Maricopa Maricopa
Mesa Mesa

Dobson
Red Mountain
Skyline
Westwood

Paradise Valley Horizon
North Canyon
Paradise Valley

Peoria Cactus
Centennial
Ironwood



Liberty
Peoria
Raymond S Kellis
Sunrise Mountain

Phoenix Union North
Alhambra
Trevor Browne
Carl Hayden Comm
Camelback
Central
South Mountain
Cesar Chavez
Betty Fairfax
Maryvale
Metro Tech 

Queen Creek Queen Creek
Walden Grove 

Scottsdale Arcadia
Saguaro
Desert Mountain
Coronado

Sunnyside Sunnyside
S.T.A.R. Academic Center

Tanque Verde Tanque Verde
Tempe Corona Del Sol

Desert Vista
Marcos de Niza
McClintock
Tempe
Mountain Pointe

Tolleson Westview
Copper Canyon
La Joya Community
Sierra Linda



Tolleson Union
Tucson University/Rincon 

Tucson Magnet
Sabino
Pueblo Magnet
Palo Verde Magnet 
Cholla Magnet
Catalina Magnet

Yuma Yuma
Kofa
Cibola
San Luis
Gila Ridge

Private Schools
Xavier
Bourgade Catholic 
Seton Catholic
St Mary's HS
Notre Dame Preparatory HS 
Salpointe

Charters Flagstaff Arts & Leadership
Metro Arts
Heritage Academy
New School for the Arts
South Pointe HS
Skyline Schools
AZ School for the Arts
AZ Conservatory for Arts & Academics
PLC Charters
Satori Charter
New School for the Arts
Arts Academy @South Mountain (K-8)
Mesa Arts Academy -Sue Douglas is director



Learning Foundations & Perf Arts Charter
Odyysey Institute Charter School Buckeye
Air and Space Academy in Sahuarita and in Tucson, 

District Middle & Elementary Schools

Roosevelt C.O. Greenfield
Dysart West Point 
Saharita District/ Walden Grove Walden Grove 
Phoenix Herrera Elem School
Mesa Sherperd MS
Paradise Valley Shadow Complex for the Arts (Desert Cove and Shea Middle School
Peoria Foothills Academy
Tucson Holladay Elementary

Sewell Elem
Roskrudge K-8
Gregory School
Secrist MS

Tempe Elem Fees College Prep MS

Paradise Valley
Horizons MS 

Paradise Valley Desert Cove Elem, Shea MS
Mesa Summit Academy
Peoria Foothills Elem - K-8 Arts Magnet
Pendagrast Sunset Ridge Elem
Dysart West Point Elem
Cave Creek Black Mt
Maricopa Maricopa Elem
Sunnyside District Gallego Intermediate Find Arts

Of the 223 public district HSs, 112 have dance - about 50%
I know of 22 K-8 schools that have dance

mailto:Jennifer.Draper@tusd1@org%20(Holladay%20Elementary)
mailto:Henry.Baraza@tusd1@org%20(Sewell%20Elem
mailto:Adriana.Padilla@tusd1.org%20(Roskrudge%20K-8)
mailto:Jaime.Bernier@tusd1.org%20(Secrist%20MS)
mailto:jessicam1@susd12.org


I know of 13 public charter schools that have dance both K-8 and HS 
6 private have dance that I know of



Total 
students in 
Cohort 2016

Total 
student 
graduated 
in cohort 
2016

4 Year Grade 
Rate

If points 
based on 
RATE (10 
pts.)

Total 
students 
remaining 
from cohort 
2015

 
students 
graduated 
in 2016 
from cohort 
2015

5 year grad 
rate

328 275 84% 8.38 33 28 85%

Total 
students in 
Cohort 2016

Total 
student 
graduated 
in cohort 
2016

Points for 
each student 
graduated in 
4 years (10 
pts.)

Total 
students 
remaining 
from cohort 
2015

 
students 
graduated 
in 2016 
from cohort 
2015

  
each 
student 
graduated 
in 5 years (3 
pts.)

Total 
student 
remaining 
from cohort 
2014

328 275 2750 33 28 84 4



If points 
based on 
RATE (3 
pts.)

Total 
student 
remaining 
from cohort 
2014

Student 
graduated 
in 2016 
from cohort 
2014 6 year grade rate

If points 
based on 
RATE (1 pt.)

Total Points 
earned in 
2016

2.55 4 3 75% 0.75 11.68

Student 
graduated 
in 2016 
from cohort 
2014

  
each 
student 
graduated 
in 6 years (1 
pt.)

Total Points 
earned in 
2016

Maximum points 
possible (based on 
number of students in 
each cohort yerar)

% of points 
earned

Grad rate 
component 
score

3 3 2837 3383 84% 12.58



Maximum 
points 
possible for 
Grad Rate

  
possible 
percentage 
points for 
grade rate 
component

Grad rate 
componet 
score

15 0.77864006 11.68



Presentation to State Board of Education concerning A-F Accountability Profiles 
Willcox, Arizona 
February 28, 2017 
 

 
 

 
Good evening. My name is  

 I have been an Arizona educator for 25 years, 23 of 
those in the  Our district is small, about 1000 students, declining in enrollment, rural, 
schoolwide Title 1, and has a SES rate of about 51%. Despite some of the challenges, we do 
amazing things with students. We currently have the number 1 ranked Cyber Patriots team in 
the state middle school competition, we have an award winning band, we provide food to our 
families in need every weekend, and although we are making improvements on AzMERIT 
results, like most, we still have work to do. In the past we have been rated an A or a B district. 
 
As I look at the Framework, the Working Draft of Components, and the K-8 Models presentation 
I am gravely  concerned for our district.  The Framework links 80-90% of our Academic 
Achievement Profile to standardized testing in the form of AzMERIT or AZELLA, and really, if 
you look at the Acceleration Points, it is 100%. I’m really uncomfortable with all my eggs in that 
basket! Although the Growth Options says we get 2 of the 4, who gets to decide? SGTs 
(Student Growth to Target) is new to Arizona, where is the research behind this? The Florida 
Model, also part of the Growth Options, is based on year to year changes in scaled scores, is 
not supported by the Technical group, it’s highly correlated to poverty, and lacks technical 
soundness, reliability, and validity. We can however get points for Acceleration for the number 
of students taking high school math, presently 42% of our 8th graders take Algebra, of which 
100% passed. 35% of our 3rd graders were Minimally Proficient on the ELA portion of the 
AzMERIT test, so we can make some improvements there. In the Working Drafts document 
prepared by Dr. Jennifer Fletcher, Chief Accountability Officer with ADE, which shows statistical 
correlations of the models to previous data from AzMERIT, if you’re a rural district you are three 
times more likely to receive the letter grade of D than A. Urban districts have an equal chance. 
Strike 1. If your district has a high SES rate, you are more likely to get a C or a D, compared to 
low SES districts, the lowest of which received NO Cs or Ds. Strike 2. As for Title 1 school, it 
doesn’t get any better, if you are a Title 1 school you have a 32% chance of getting a D, vs 11% 
for non Title 1 schools. Strike 3. And as an extra added bonus, when the data from Title 1 
schools are compared from FY14 to FY16, 7% less will get As, 22% more will get Ds, but hey no 
one gets an F!!!  I’m not sure what comes after strike 3, but I’m pretty certain we’re out!!! Finally, 
we can get Bonus points for performance in academic areas other than ELA, math, and science, 
but these measures are “still to be determined”. 
 



ARS 15-241 states that annual achievement profiles, at a minimum, include multiple measures, 
measures academic PROGRESS (no reference to proficiency), shall account for pupil mobility, 
shall include longitudinal indicators, and defines “research based methodology” as systematic 
and objective application of statistical and quantitative research principles to calculate the 
indicators used to determine letter grades. Further, the SBE adopted Principles of Agreement 
on Oct 27, 2014 that also includes language about multiple measures, growth as an essential 
element of measure, and a balance of simplicity with transparency. This hardly seem simple or 
transparent.  And finally, the A-F Ad Hoc Committee, which I think has done a noble job of 
completing an impossible task provided a summary issued by ASBA on Feb 22, it reads, 
 
“Overall, members of the Committee voiced concern and discomfort with the current model 
going to the public for comment. They felt they had not seen adequate data to support the 
comprehensive model and specific indicators, particularly the Florida Model Percentage Gains. 
While the Committee did not approve a draft framework, they did approve working framework 
components to take to the State Board of Education Monday to open up for public comment. In 
addition to the working framework, the Ad Hoc Committee approved the following statements to 
be sent to the State Board: 
1. The Ad Hoc Committee has not received inclusive data for the current model. 

2. The Ad Hoc Committee has not received information on the Florida Model Percentage 
Gains for ELA and Math. 

3. The majority of the data included comes from a test [AZMERIT] that students have no 
motivation to do well on. 

4. The letter grades need to be issued in conjunction with the indicators that determined 
it.” 

 
In closing, all we want is a system that is fair to ALL Arizona students, not one impacted by 
geography or socioeconomics, but gives all students, and their schools an equal opportunity to 
earn an A. After 25 years, I’m tired of fighting for everything in public education in Arizona. 
 
You’ve had since October of 2014 to put this together, and now this is being crammed down our 
throats, on a short timeline, with no time to make significant changes before this goes live. 
 
We will all continue to work diligently, for our children, doing the great things we do for kids and 
hope we don’t have to justify a poor grade to our community.  
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Dance Breathes New Life 

 
 

  
 

 There is little to be won without dance, for it not only strengthens the muscles, but also 

the mind. The stresses of the body are easily worked through. We stretch all of our aches and 

pains away. However, the stresses of the mind are not so simply tempered. You must urge your 

thoughts to stray from the negative and build your own positivity. Anxiety and depression are 

often daily opponents that we must eliminate, and it is not an easily won battle. The odds are 

always in favor of negativity, what with the impossible social standards today’s generation is 

constantly at the mercy of. But with dance, our armies are strengthened and we are given the 

advantage. 

 Dance distracts the mind and, therefore, assists in avoiding the stresses of life. Dancers’ 

minds are preoccupied with honing their skills and that leaves less time to dwell on the anxieties 

that life brings. When you’re at the studio, you enter a realm of complete focus, in which there is 

no room for the weight of your negative thinking. Thus, dance provides an escape, where you can 

drop stress at the door. However, it is not always possible to discard our thoughts. But dance can 

provide even more ammunition against our anxieties. It is not always best to simply distract the 

mind, so instead work acknowledge the stress with dance. Every flexed foot, bent knee, and tense 

shoulder can be fixed. Every dancer hears their instructor yell at them to remedy these 

discrepancies, and next time they go through the combination they have fixed their blunder. The 

same can be done with our worries. Make mistakes, reprimand yourself, get up, and do it better 

every time.  

Dance teaches us to strive for beauty and use the bad in our lives to teach us how to reach 

perfection. Lyrical, jazz, ballet, we can learn from all these styles. A lively dance can brighten our 

day, a serious one can help us tune into our emotions. Seek out the pain, listen to it, and try again. 

Every dancer falls, but the most vital part is getting up again. Dance helps us fight back and take 

control of our own mind, even when it seems we’ve lost it. In the words of the elegant Pina 

Bausch, “Dance, dance, otherwise we are lost.”. Dancing helps us find ourselves under the 

darkness. 



 
National Artistic Merit, Leadership and Academic Achievement Award Applicants  
 
Each applicant writes four essays, one being about the impact of dance in their life 
 

 
1. What impact has dance made in your life?  

Empowerment, and hence the lack of empowerment, is a pressing issue young women continue to 
face today. Dance is grounded in empowerment- being your best self mentally, physically, and 
emotionally. Dance kindles these essential elements of empowerment. Dance is not about obtaining a 
certain image, but about being physically fit and able. Dance also creates opportunities to express 
emotions in a way words and common mannerisms cannot. Dance does not have to be just a private 
experience; the connections made with other dancers on the stage create the strong bonds of a shared 
passion.  
Upon the completion of teaching 42 beginning dancers their class piece and seeing it performed on 
stage, I realized the impact I can make in the lives of others; throughout that semester, I experienced 
each individual’s blossoming passion for dance and their feeling of empowerment as the semester 
came to a close.  
A life without an empowering passion is a void longing to be filled. There is something fulfilling in 
knowing what one’s body is capable of doing. This awareness forges a link to the mind, soul, and 
body, resulting in the most honest and raw movements. Dance has taught me the power of love 
and passion, a universally applicable concept. I hope to use this concept of empowerment to help 
others discover and follow their own passions one day. Although my future journey in dance is 
indefinite, my goal to spark passion and empowerment in others, as dance has done for me, is 
infinite. 

 

2. What impact has dance made on your life? 
Dance lets me express myself in a way words cannot. It is a fun way to exercise and stay 
healthy. Dance has left me with so many great memories I will treasure for the rest of my life. 
The dance studio is my second home. I love going there, and when I am there I know I am 
surrounded by people who truly care about me. All of the teachers have shaped me into the 
person I am today. They have inspired me, encouraged me, and so much more. 
Dance teaches me so much more than just new moves to fun music; it has taught me 
discipline. Because of the long hours spent at the studio, I have learned time management, 
organization, and how to work diligently. I had to learn ways to efficiently get things done so I 
had time to go to dance class each night. Dance is hard work; I have taken that work ethic and 
carried it over to my school work. Without dance I would not be the person I am today. It has 
made me confident in who I am, and I would never have learned the skills it takes to achieve 
these things without dance. My commitment to everything sprouted from my commitment to 
dance. My commitment to this passion is what sparked greatness in all parts of my life. 

 

3. What impact has dance made on your life? 
Dance is not only what I do, it’s who I am. I had started dancing at four years old and as soon as I 
stepped out of my first combo class, I knew dance was something I really enjoyed and wanted to 



pursue; I have been in love with it ever since. Growing up with all of the opportunities to train 
with amazing, talented choreographers and experiencing the rush of being on stage performing 
and competing at a national level is truly extraordinary. Dance has taught me discipline, self 
motivation, determination and most important of all, to appreciate my teachers who worked 
hard to provide me with the knowledge of dance to get me where I am today and my family who 
has unconditionally supported and encouraged me. Dancing is much more than a series of 
physical movements to me; it is a method of expressing myself and showing the world whom I 
have become because of dance.  
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Dear State Board of Education Members,
 
I am submitting some information and data on dance in AZ schools. I support including the arts in
the A-F report card model.
 

1.  I have attached a list of schools that offer dance in AZ.
2.  Attached is a HS survey that that AZ Dance Education Organization (AzDEO) – scrolling down,

you will find the questions and data analysis.
3.  Attached are 4 student writings from our essay contest and one doc with 3 essays from our

Merit Award applicants/winners.
4.  This is a link to  student performance assessments in dance for teacher evaluation-

http://www.azed.gov/hetl/resources/sloauthenticassessment/. These were developed by high
school dance educators under the guidance of ADE.

5.  National Honor Society for Dance Arts- equal to the National Honor Society
a.  Number of chapters in AZ of the National Honor Society for Dance Arts-47 active.
b.  Number of students inducted into National Honor Society for Dance Arts-2223 since

2017
c.  Number of AZ winners in the National Artistic Merit, Leadership and Academic

Achievement Award- 10 total (I national which is top honor, 1 finalist, 8 honorable
mentions).

 

 

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
http://www.azed.gov/hetl/resources/sloauthenticassessment/
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How does Dance Inspire you to reach your future goals?

The obvious answer to the question of how dance inspires me is that helps me

express my feelings, but it means much more than that to me. My dance education as

well as the act of dancing can help me immensely in the future. For example, it not only

is healthful to my body and mind but it also makes me successful in other aspects of my

life. It could help with college, anxiety reduction, and self confidence.

There are many scholarships for dance that can be earned for college. This

would highly decrease the cost. Also, there are schools that offer dance as a major or

minor for further training or to use as a career. There are numerous classes to enroll in

that focus on different genres and techniques of dance. On a lesser note, a profession

in dance has the potential to allow you to earn great amounts of money. As long as you

chase your passion and joy in life, then the money will eventually come to you because

you do what you love. If I am dancing everyday, for a solid living, then I will have found

the perfect combination of work and pleasure. Doing what one loves as a living has got

to be one of the most rewarding feelings in life. This is why I will pursue it as a career.

As an individual with an anxiety disorder, communicating with words and with

everyday actions is a little harder than it usually would be for most other people. When I

am dancing, I don’t have to worry and can just communicate through movement. While

on the stage, I feel like it’s just the stage and I, and that I can conquer anything. This, in

my opinion, is the most monumental feeling in the world. It reduces my anxiety and

makes me feel stronger than ever. Without dance as an outlet and therapy for me, I

don’t believe my future goals would be possible because I wouldn’t be have the courage

to tackle them.

The last thing that dance does for me is building my self confidence. During

classes, you get tons of critiques. At first, it might sound hurtful, but you eventually get

through it and realize that it made you stronger and improved your performance and

technique. You can compare this to the analogy “taking three steps forward, and one

step back.” The corrections only make you better. Another way dance makes you feel

confident is when you get compliments and applause. Compliments are obvious, but

when you get applause, it makes you feel incredible. When a crowd applauds, you know

that all of your hard work has paid off. Self confidence applies to many situations in

everyday life, which is why dance is a good way to learn and practice this.

In conclusion, dance will help me in the near future with my college and career

goals and it will prove helpful on an everyday basis in dealing with anxiety, and

improving my self confidence. I do not know where I would be today without dance.












AzDEO Student Essay Applicant

All Thanks to Dance

	There is no better ethics teacher than dance. Skills needed in everyday life, specifically after high school, come naturally after experience with dance classes. Anyone who says, “Dance is a joke. Tutus and frolicking; there is no way that’s hard!” has no perception of what actually goes on during a single class. There are immeasurable benefits that result in dance, especially regarding one’s future. I have dance to thank for many of my accomplishments so far, and I know my experience will continue to bless me in the future time and time again.

	First off, dance pushes me and forces good working habits upon me. Rigorous classes full of conditioning, workouts, and bucket-loads of sweat occur on a daily basis. Slacking is forbidden in the world of dance. Procrastination and laziness are outlawed, and sitting down during class is the biggest sin of all. In my future, I know that this hard-working habit will pay off in jobs and schooling and provide me with success.

	Teamwork is essential in dance, as well as in my future. I need to know how to cooperate in a dance company in order to do our absolute best and achieve our goals. The exact same concept is applicable when working in a job. Coworkers are a part of my future workplace. I need to know how to manage business with them. Dancers depend on their teams for everything and are loyal, which is also an immensely important quality in any future I pursue.

	Lastly, dance has taught me to create a talent for myself. From the moment I began dancing, I knew this was the life for me. Dance is my passion, and I would hands down do it for the rest of my life. I am so grateful for my teachers that assisted me in my training. Nothing could benefit me the way dance already has, and will continue to. My future will absolutely have a dance base, and all my instruction has brought me to this beautiful life of dance.

	I know that my future is drastically influenced by how much I have been taught in my dance life. I have been dancing since I was three years old and there is no shred of doubt in my mind that the effects and blessings because of it will be endless. My future is going to be exceptional, all thanks to dance.
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Dance Breathes New Life





Arcadia High School

Dance Instructor: Tracy Puddy 



	There is little to be won without dance, for it not only strengthens the muscles, but also the mind. The stresses of the body are easily worked through. We stretch all of our aches and pains away. However, the stresses of the mind are not so simply tempered. You must urge your thoughts to stray from the negative and build your own positivity. Anxiety and depression are often daily opponents that we must eliminate, and it is not an easily won battle. The odds are always in favor of negativity, what with the impossible social standards today’s generation is constantly at the mercy of. But with dance, our armies are strengthened and we are given the advantage.

	Dance distracts the mind and, therefore, assists in avoiding the stresses of life. Dancers’ minds are preoccupied with honing their skills and that leaves less time to dwell on the anxieties that life brings. When you’re at the studio, you enter a realm of complete focus, in which there is no room for the weight of your negative thinking. Thus, dance provides an escape, where you can drop stress at the door. However, it is not always possible to discard our thoughts. But dance can provide even more ammunition against our anxieties. It is not always best to simply distract the mind, so instead work acknowledge the stress with dance. Every flexed foot, bent knee, and tense shoulder can be fixed. Every dancer hears their instructor yell at them to remedy these discrepancies, and next time they go through the combination they have fixed their blunder. The same can be done with our worries. Make mistakes, reprimand yourself, get up, and do it better every time. 

Dance teaches us to strive for beauty and use the bad in our lives to teach us how to reach perfection. Lyrical, jazz, ballet, we can learn from all these styles. A lively dance can brighten our day, a serious one can help us tune into our emotions. Seek out the pain, listen to it, and try again. Every dancer falls, but the most vital part is getting up again. Dance helps us fight back and take control of our own mind, even when it seems we’ve lost it. In the words of the elegant Pina Bausch, “Dance, dance, otherwise we are lost.”. Dancing helps us find ourselves under the darkness.
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How does Dance help you handle the stresses of life?





Arcadia High School

Dance Instructor: Tracy Puddy



Dancing empowers me to feel connected with the world around me. I notice the air against my skin as my body moves through space, high and low, gliding, leaping, and turning. I focus on the movement, breathe deeply, stretch and relax my muscles, and lose myself in the music. Sometimes I feel as if I am not thinking, just moving, and everything else disappears. Dancing helps me to be in the moment like a form of meditation for the body. Afterward I feel calm, collected and ready to accomplish anything. 

Like a book, dance tells a story. When creating a dance I get in touch with the emotions I feel during difficult times that are hard to reveal in words. I love to choreograph and convey feelings and thoughts while interpreting the music. It offers an outlet for the anger and sadness and helps me cope with a stressful situation. As I perform a dance multiple times I grow more confident in myself and am able to enjoy the positive instead of dwelling on the negative aspects of a stressful situation. 

The dance room is a place where my fellow dancers and I can forget about the outside world. It is a safe haven, a sanctuary where the atmosphere stays light and supports anyone who enters. I feel at one with those who I am dancing with. We may have differences, but dancing and moving in harmony brings us closer together. When dancing I imagine that with each movement I am shaking off and shedding every negative comment, bad test score, fight with my family, or trouble with my friends I had that day. Whenever a stressful situation occurs, whether it is related to schoolwork or friends or something else entirely, I always feel better after dancing.

Dance is a form of art that communicates feelings and emotions through movement. It enables me to understand something that is hard to put into words. Dancing permits me to release the tensions from the day and express my emotions in a beautiful way.  The action of getting up and moving brings my attention to the present, releasing stress and leaving me feeling energized. Overall dance helps me in more ways than one, especially in stressful, chaotic times.








National Artistic Merit, Leadership and Academic Achievement Award Applicants 



Each applicant writes four essays, one being about the impact of dance in their life





1. What impact has dance made in your life? 

Empowerment, and hence the lack of empowerment, is a pressing issue young women continue to face today. Dance is grounded in empowerment- being your best self mentally, physically, and emotionally. Dance kindles these essential elements of empowerment. Dance is not about obtaining a certain image, but about being physically fit and able. Dance also creates opportunities to express emotions in a way words and common mannerisms cannot. Dance does not have to be just a private experience; the connections made with other dancers on the stage create the strong bonds of a shared passion. 

Upon the completion of teaching 42 beginning dancers their class piece and seeing it performed on stage, I realized the impact I can make in the lives of others; throughout that semester, I experienced each individual’s blossoming passion for dance and their feeling of empowerment as the semester came to a close. 

A life without an empowering passion is a void longing to be filled. There is something fulfilling in knowing what one’s body is capable of doing. This awareness forges a link to the mind, soul, and body, resulting in the most honest and raw movements. Dance has taught me the power of love and passion, a universally applicable concept. I hope to use this concept of empowerment to help others discover and follow their own passions one day. Although my future journey in dance is indefinite, my goal to spark passion and empowerment in others, as dance has done for me, is infinite.



2. What impact has dance made on your life?

Dance lets me express myself in a way words cannot. It is a fun way to exercise and stay

healthy. Dance has left me with so many great memories I will treasure for the rest of my life.

The dance studio is my second home. I love going there, and when I am there I know I am

surrounded by people who truly care about me. All of the teachers have shaped me into the

person I am today. They have inspired me, encouraged me, and so much more.

Dance teaches me so much more than just new moves to fun music; it has taught me

discipline. Because of the long hours spent at the studio, I have learned time management,

organization, and how to work diligently. I had to learn ways to efficiently get things done so I

had time to go to dance class each night. Dance is hard work; I have taken that work ethic and

carried it over to my school work. Without dance I would not be the person I am today. It has

made me confident in who I am, and I would never have learned the skills it takes to achieve

these things without dance. My commitment to everything sprouted from my commitment to

dance. My commitment to this passion is what sparked greatness in all parts of my life.



3. What impact has dance made on your life?

Dance is not only what I do, it’s who I am. I had started dancing at four years old and as soon as I stepped out of my first combo class, I knew dance was something I really enjoyed and wanted to pursue; I have been in love with it ever since. Growing up with all of the opportunities to train with amazing, talented choreographers and experiencing the rush of being on stage performing and competing at a national level is truly extraordinary. Dance has taught me discipline, self motivation, determination and most important of all, to appreciate my teachers who worked hard to provide me with the knowledge of dance to get me where I am today and my family who has unconditionally supported and encouraged me. Dancing is much more than a series of physical movements to me; it is a method of expressing myself and showing the world whom I have become because of dance. 






Sheet1

		District		High School		Teacher 



		Ajo		Ajo 		Julie Ramsey-Eng and Pom teacher-no exp with dance

		Amphitheater		Canyon Del Oro		Casonti McClure

		Apache Junction		Apache Junction		Becky Swift

		Aqua Fria		Aqua Fria		Katrina Harrold

				Desert Edge		 Shawna Randels, Norma Tiongson

				Millennium		Maria Kolaga,               Stephanie Quezada M

                       

				Verrado		Jessica Buchanan

		Benson		Benson		Dance team -Extra-curricular

		Bisbee		Bisbee		Mary Franco

				Buckeye Union 		Nicole Neill Gonzales; Courtney Frazarri

				Estrella Foothills		Shannon Olson   M

				Youngker High		Lara Wade 

		Casa Grande		Casa Grande		Kaitlyn Baisch    

				Vista Grande		Jasmine Johnson

		Cave Creek		Cactus Shadows		Elissa Ericson, Haley Vago,             M

		Chandler		Chandler High		Kathie Buren, Vanessa Freeman ; Marie South 

				Bashas		Pam Brooks;  Shira Schwartz  (part-time)  M

				Hamilton		Danny Milbauer                                              M

				Perry		Fara (Sadler) Leigh; Keddi Murrish; Tammy Soelberg      M    

				Casteel		Rylee Sammons

		Coolidge		Coolidge		Cori Lee (part time) M

		Deer Valley		Barry Goldwater		Susan Morici

				Boulder Creek		Stacy Shane, Kaitlynn Lachvayder                                                   M

				Deer Valley		Jennifer Fasula, Ashley Burke (teaches 3 classes)

				Mountain Ridge		Katy Rosinbum (Klassen); Rebecca Lopez

				Sandra Day O'Connor		Kristen Lucero, Ashley Burke

		Dysart		Dysart		Katye Gainey, James Marinaro 

				Shadow Ridge		Jana Briseno

				Willow Canyon		Joanna Stinson 

				Valley Vista		Amy Crow, Holly Kemper                             M

		Flagstaff		Coconino		Kirsten Long

		Florence		Florence		Tanya Perry (2 classes)

				Poston Butte		Kristi Arnoldi , Tanya Perry (1 class)

				San Tan Foothills		Tiffany Jones (White)        M

		Flowing Wells		Flowing Wells		          Ariana Brown, Christopher Smith              

		Gilbert		Gilbert		Dara Henning, Linna Roso   M

				Mesquite		Ashley Lewis  M

				Campo Verde		Crystal Cook               M

				Desert Ridge		Kristen Grippo; Laura Patton                       M

				Highland		Jennifer Duxbury, Sandra Hermann            M

		Glendale		Glendale		De'Vonne Gonzales

				Washington		Kelli Abramovich, Tracey Holberg (Part-time)                      M

				Apollo		Alyssa McMichael                                         M

				Cortez		Rachel Wight     M

				Independence		 Alexandra Montoya    M

				Moon Valley		Shauntel Sussex 

				Sunnyslope		Ashley Law

				Thunderbird		Michelle Condor

				Greenway		Emily Matthews- M

		Higley		Higley		Hailey Tyler, Nicole Johnson  M

				Williams Field		Katie Chilton (Yourse), Stacey Garcia (1 dance class) M

		J O Combs		Combs		Andrea Harnisch (Downing)  M

		Marana		Marana		Karen Penazek  M

				Mountain View		Julie Andrews

		Maricopa		Maricopa		Toshia Jackson

		Mesa		Mesa		Holly Manville Cook , Renee Landis

				Dobson		Jessica Arnold                                      

				Red Mountain		Emily Pavkov                                                 M

				Skyline		Shantele Peterson, Corinne Oliver, Heather Dip                M

				Westwood		Jeanette Layton; Gianna Levin                          M                      

		Paradise Valley		Horizon		Nicole Garner 

				North Canyon		Stacey Standage 

				Paradise Valley		Mary Gamboa- 1.0 FTE   M

		Peoria		Cactus		Catie Wilson

				Centennial		Kim McFall, Sarah Garrigan, James Marinaro      M

				Ironwood		 Mandi Lanning    M  

				Liberty		Devney Smith, Jamie McQueen (2 classes)                                                                  M

				Peoria		Jamie McQueen   (part-time)                                               M

				Raymond S Kellis		Ashley David- Watkins,  Cori Hailmann

				Sunrise Mountain		Amanda Moser

		Phoenix Union		North		Kim Tarver, Mei Hsiu Chan (2 classes)

				Alhambra		Dee Cord                                                           M

				Trevor Browne		Samantha Newhall   (Brown)                             M

				Carl Hayden Comm		Elisa Radcliffe

				Camelback		Herschel Jackson Jr     

				Central		Ashley Schell   (Green)                                            M

				South Mountain		Susan Griffin, Kristen Mast                       M

				Cesar Chavez		Candy Jimenez                                               

				Betty Fairfax		Kristy Spivey Mitchell    M

				Maryvale		Amanda Kinnaird, Stacie Williams            M

				Metro Tech 		Lauran Stanis

		Queen Creek		Queen Creek		Kelly Gibson

				Walden Grove 		Kristi Lopez

		Scottsdale		Arcadia		Tracy Puddy M

				Saguaro		Rebecca Egyud                                                M

				Desert Mountain		Liza Noriega                                                  M 

				Coronado		 Hutton Peck  M

		Sunnyside		Sunnyside		Extra-curricular- Hip Hop dance team Jose Gonzalez; Folklorico- Jose Baca  

				S.T.A.R. Academic Center		has theater degreee

		Tanque Verde		Tanque Verde		Eden Bartron

		Tempe		Corona Del Sol		Elizabeth Dobyns

				Desert Vista		Bianca Caryl, Hannah Fischbeck

				Marcos de Niza		Tahlia Remer 

				McClintock		Micah Kriston     M  

				Tempe		Amber Towns    3/5 position

				Mountain Pointe		Kim Swimmer

		Tolleson		Westview		Mckenna Forest    M

				Copper Canyon		Li Pei Khoo; Cara Schaefer   M

				La Joya Community		Chris Biles                                   

				Sierra Linda		Hillary Helmer

				Tolleson Union		Heidi Wilkes    M

		Tucson		University/Rincon 		Beth Braun Miscione

				Tucson Magnet		Sara Stewart (Modern), Ana Potto (Ballet), Kyle Brady (Jazz), Bruno Loya (Folklorico)

				Sabino		Lori Emrich, Martin Roth

				Pueblo Magnet		Carmen Bonillas

				Palo Verde Magnet 		Tracy Wunderlich

				Cholla Magnet		Sarah Perkins                           M

				Catalina Magnet		Marie Skeggs 

		Yuma 		Yuma		Gabrielle Harvey

				Kofa		 Jennifer Florey (Muisenga)   M

				Cibola		Lauren Seibel (used to be Bostic)     

				San Luis		Megan Hoggarth                                        M

				Gila Ridge		Tami White               



		Private Schools

				Xavier		MaryAnne Herding, Kelly Scovel              M

				Bourgade Catholic 		Carrie Heinley

				Seton Catholic		Rolanda Polanco 

				St Mary's HS		Deann Mauro
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				Mesa Arts Academy -Sue Douglas is director		Lauran Stanis
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				Odyysey Institute Charter School Buckeye		Tabbatha Prewitt
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		Paradise Valley		Desert Cove Elem, Shea MS		Elisa Garibay (Schellenberg)

		Mesa		Summit Academy		Taylor Beaman

		Peoria		Foothills Elem - K-8 Arts Magnet		April Leher

		Pendagrast		Sunset Ridge Elem		Nathan Darus

		Dysart		West Point Elem		Tracy Washington

		Cave Creek		Black Mt		Kathlyn Chisholm

		Maricopa		Maricopa Elem		Yvonne Palm

		Sunnyside District		Gallego Intermediate Find Arts		Lists dance but could not find name of dance teacher
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                8-4 beginning, 2 intermediate, 1 advanced, 1 company
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                View respondent's answers
            


        

    

        
            
                Beginning, Advanced, and Performance
(6 total classes each year... 2of each)
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                2 sections of Dance I
1 section of Dance II
1 section of Intermediate/Performing
Dance team after school
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                Khoo - 1 section of Dance 6 & 8 combined, 2 sections of Dance 4, 2 sections of Dance 2. 
Cara Schaefer - 2 sections of Dance 2.
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                2
Beginning
Intermediate
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                11 Total
5 Beginning, 2 Intermediate, 2 Advanced, 1 Company, 1 Choreo/Improv
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                Seven.
Beginning, Interrmedia, Advance, Dance Performing Compny
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                View respondent's answers
            


        

    

        
            
                2 Dance 1 - Beginning
1 Dance 2 - Intermediate
1 Dance 3/4 Combo - Advanced and Company
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                All the above
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                6
Dance 1-2, dance 3-4, Company Dance
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                10 on a block schedule
I have 6 a year and the other teacher has 4
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                3 beginner, 1 intermediate, 1 advanced & 1 company 
(2 separate performing ensemble in company class ~ A & B companies) 
teach multi genre within class including choreography track - but 
choreography is not a separate class.
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                5 (2 Beginning, 1 Intermediate, 1 Advanced, 1 Production/Company)
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                2
1 beginning dance (middle/high school)
1 Advanced ( performance group)
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                9 sections (3 begining, 3 intermediate, 1 advanced, 1 company, 1 men's athletic movement)
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                Modern Dance I- 2 sections
Modern Dance II- 1 section
Modern Dance III- 1 Section
Performing Dance- 1 section (dance company)

Genres: hip hop, jazz, ballet, modern, tap, contemporary, choreography, history
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                I have 5 classes a day
and Amanda Kinnaird has 4 classes each day
So we have a total of 9 classes of dance at Maryvale.
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                Two Beginning Dance Classes 
One Intermediate Dance Class
One Advanced Dance Class 
One Company Class
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                9 classes total.  3 beginning, 4 intermediate, 1 
advanced and 1 company dance class.  We teach ballet, modern, jazz, 
dance history, improvisation, choreography, production and performance.
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                5 Total 
2 Beginning
1 Intermediate
1 Advanced
1 Junior and Senior Dance Company
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                2 Beginning, 1 Intermediate, 1 Performance
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                2 sections of beginning dance (25-45 students/section)
1 section of intermediate (currently 16 students)
1 section of advanced (currently 21 students)
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                2 Beginning Classes, 1 Intermediate, and 1 Performance
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                We have had up to 40 students in a class, but usually 25-35
We have approximately 300 students enrolled
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                270 total.  Max varies.  It's usually between 30 and 45
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                175 enrolled in the program 
classes - 40-45
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                Program approx 250-300
Max 24-28 depends on location of class
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40 is the maximum but we tend to go over,
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                This past year I had 250 and I have up to 40 in one class.
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approximately 140 in program
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                35 students per class with over 800 students
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40 max
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                110 Students in the program as of the end of the year
Our largest class had 22 students, though we have had as many as 30 
students in the beginning magnet class. Our classes are capped at 35.
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35 is the maximum this year
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                approximately 150 total  35 per class excluding Advanced
 and Company Dance.... which are higher level audition based classes.
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                275 students
40 is the largest class
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                Between middle and high school, there are approximately 
80 dancers. The middle school has 50 kids in the class. My high school 
classes average about 15 in a class.
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                about 350 students
all girls school 
but about 15 boys from Brophy attend our classes each semester
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                I currently have 120, 20-35 in each class. Next year 
will be more per class period, since we are changing our schedules.
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Highest sections enrollment: 31.
Minimum desired by school district: 38
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                95, Currently 33 is max, but I started with 48... High turn over :(
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44 Beginning
35 Intermediate
20 Advanced
15 Production/Company
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Max amount in a class is 40
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48 Beginning class
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All Thanks to Dance 

 There is no better ethics teacher than dance. Skills needed in everyday life, specifically after high 
school, come naturally after experience with dance classes. Anyone who says, “Dance is a joke. Tutus and 
frolicking; there is no way that’s hard!” has no perception of what actually goes on during a single class. 
There are immeasurable benefits that result in dance, especially regarding one’s future. I have dance to 
thank for many of my accomplishments so far, and I know my experience will continue to bless me in the 
future time and time again. 
 First off, dance pushes me and forces good working habits upon me. Rigorous classes full of 
conditioning, workouts, and bucket-loads of sweat occur on a daily basis. Slacking is forbidden in the 
world of dance. Procrastination and laziness are outlawed, and sitting down during class is the biggest sin 
of all. In my future, I know that this hard-working habit will pay off in jobs and schooling and provide me 
with success. 
 Teamwork is essential in dance, as well as in my future. I need to know how to cooperate in a 
dance company in order to do our absolute best and achieve our goals. The exact same concept is 
applicable when working in a job. Coworkers are a part of my future workplace. I need to know how to 
manage business with them. Dancers depend on their teams for everything and are loyal, which is also an 
immensely important quality in any future I pursue. 
 Lastly, dance has taught me to create a talent for myself. From the moment I began dancing, I 
knew this was the life for me. Dance is my passion, and I would hands down do it for the rest of my life. I 
am so grateful for my teachers that assisted me in my training. Nothing could benefit me the way dance 
already has, and will continue to. My future will absolutely have a dance base, and all my instruction has 
brought me to this beautiful life of dance. 
 I know that my future is drastically influenced by how much I have been taught in my dance life. I 
have been dancing since I was three years old and there is no shred of doubt in my mind that the effects 
and blessings because of it will be endless. My future is going to be exceptional, all thanks to dance. 
 







From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Feedback on A-F Hearing
Date: Monday, March 06, 2017 4:22:08 PM

I enjoyed the A-F meeting at the ; I do have a few
comments.

  

As Far as the growth component, I would like to see the Florida model implemented as it
seems to be the fair model for the individual student, that is who we should be targeting, the
individual.  The target program would only be able to use growth data for 5th graders as 3
years of data must be gathered and we do not the AzMerit until 3rd grade.

I am not a real fan of the 50% growth and proficient to achieve and "A", I can understand the
reasoning, but if you take into account demographic concerns (ie... SPED population, income,
migrant, homeless etc...) a school may perform very well, but if they have high #'s in these
populations it will not be reflective of the work being done.   

I appreciate the hard work this group has put in to come up with a plan.  Thank you.

-- 

 
"Cowardice asks the question, 'Is it safe?'
Expediency asks the question, 'Is it political?'
Vanity asks the question, 'Is it popular?'
But, conscience asks the question, 'Is it right?'
And there comes a time when one must take a
position that is neither safe, nor political, nor popular,
but one must take it because, one's conscience tells
one that it is right."
 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Inclusion of Physical Education into A-F Formula
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 12:22:46 PM

Hello,

My name is  I was fortunate to speak at the public forum on  to advocate for
the inclusion of Physical Education as part of the A-F Formula. I realize all committee members couldn't be at the
hearing, so I have included my comments below.

I would also like to extend an invitation to any and all committee members to come and observe accomplished
Physical Education in my classes.

In Hello,

My name is  I am a P
Thank you for the opportunity to advocate for the inclusion of Physical Education and Health as part of the

A-F Formula.

* In broad terms, I and my Physical Education colleagues….

-help to ensure the health and safety of our students-now and as they grow into adults by implementing standard-
based instruction to create physically literate, lifetime learners. Formative and summative assessments are utilized to
ensure high, rigorous standards are achieved.

-provide cross-curricular opportunities to guide students to make real life connections. As an educator I incorporate
all subject areas into my instruction. If you walked into my classroom today, you would find Newton’s Three Laws
of Motion posters which align to Basketball skills. For instance, "For every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction". The harder you push down on the ball when dribbling, the quicker it comes back up into your hand, the
more control you have.

-empower students to find their voice and provide them with a safe, nurturing environment to do so. Students
present projects, peer teach, and we held our first Socratic Seminar on the topic, “Should Arizona increase the legal
age to purchase cigarettes from 18 to 21? I was amazed at the depth of their comments!

-facilitate students as they build confidence to advocate for themselves, while building capacity to effectively
interact with others which is supportive of the English Language Arts Core Standard related to listening and
speaking.

As an educator, I understand the strongest evidence of these statements I can give you is in the words of
students….Therefore, I I would like to share a portion of my students' presentation entitled,
ADVOCACY=EMPOWERMENT=PHYSICAL LITERACY, shared November 3rd, 2017 at the state Physical
Education Convention

*Students spoke about how they rewrite Physical Education Standards in our own words. Then work together to
generate examples in and out of school.
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Significant because….”We feel like we were listened to because the new National Standards just came out in a kid-
friendly language. In words that ALL kids can understand and remember so when exercising or doing a sport, we
understand WHY we’re doing it…To become PHYSICALLY LITERATE!!”

Technology

* HR MONITORS: Are empowering because….”You really can’t cheat with HR monitors. Students have to be
honest with themselves about how hard they are working and their level of fitness.

* Some students push themselves too hard and need to know when to calm down a little. Other students sometimes
“fake themselves out” to think their working harder than they really are.

* HR monitors are a tool we can use to understand how to be physically active in a safe and FUN way! I get to see
how hard I’m working at that exact moment and then make a choice to work harder, or slow down. If I’m in the
Target Heart Rate Zone and make the class goal, I feel great!!"

PROJECTS:

       * “You get to do stuff on your own. You have independence on what you present and how you present it.”
Emma (Healthy Lifestyle projects)

  *   “You can learn how to be a healthier student and eat healthier food instead of junk food.” Alessia (Healthier
Calendars)
  *   “It gives us a choice and pushes our creative minds to the limits. When creating a poster, you have to figure out
what are you going to do, how you’re going to do it, and how you’re going to present it.” Shawn (Cardiovascular
Projects).

THEIR FINAL STATEMENT:

  *   “Thank you for the chance to show you some things we do to advocate and empower ourselves so we are and
will be physically literate. We know we can’t lead the lives we’re supposed to as grown-ups if we don’t figure out
how to learn, grow, and share what we know with others. We understand how important being physically active and
educated is to our future!
  *   Thank YOU for all you do to help your students ADVOCATE, EMPOWER themselves, and become
PHYSICALLY LITERATE!!!"

As an educator for 25+ years, a National Board Certified Teacher, former MS Physical Education Teacher of the
Year for Arizona, and Past-President of Arizona Health and Physical Education, I have seen how my chosen
profession has evolved from physical activity to Physical Education. I view it as an academic subject area, worthy of
respect and adequate resources to continue to implement standard-based curriculum. Thus, inclusion of Physical
Education and Health are crucial elements of the A-F formula!

Thank you to the Committee for arranging this meeting, listening, and allowing me the opportunity to express my
thoughts.





Good morning  and Members of the State Board of Education,  

My name is , and as a , an 

 as a professional learning provider for K-12 schools and districts (public, public-

charter, and private), and a mother of two school-aged students in public school I seek to represent K-12 

mathematics teachers, University faculty, members of various mathematics education organizations, 

and K-12 students.   

I am concerned about the rush to complete the A-F Accountability system. This is an incredibly 

important driver in K-12 education, and it is crucial that we get a system that creates the reality we want 

in our classrooms and schools, while ensuring equity for all of our districts, schools, teachers, and 

students.  That is a very difficult charge and cannot be hurried. The formula that is chosen will create the 

reality of classrooms. If the formula is too heavily weighted on test scores, your schools and classrooms 

will look like test preparation centers. If the formula is too heavily weighted on factors closely tied to 

socio-economics, your classrooms will begin to lose diversity. This is incredibly important, because it will 

affect districts, schools, leaders, and teachers through ratings and therefore funding/incentives.  

The formula chosen for K-8 will not only influence schools and districts, but will be the only formula for 

all Elementary School Districts. As I have reviewed the documents from February the following 

questions, concerns, and thoughts surfaced. I think the equating of growth and proficiency encourages 

schools with high proficiency to continue to extend and advance their students, while also encouraging 

schools with low proficiency to focus on gains and drive towards improvement rather than just a finish 

line. I applaud this! The fact that this represents 80% for ELLs and 90% for English proficient speakers 

greatly concerns me! The assessment occurs on ONE day out of 180, yet we are encouraging an 80% or 

90% focus on the one day. This kind of imbalance leads to teachers stopping their instruction in February 

and beginning March with review. That review will last until the school takes the assessment (as late as 

early May). If I were a child in this system, I would not want to come to school all spring. That is not 

motivating, engaging, or in any way beneficial. Review is a waste of instructional time. That is not my 

opinion. It is supported by research and practice.  

ELLs in AZ are set apart from their peers for a large part of the school day, and yet their proficiency in 

language is valued at 10%. The blocks for ELLs focus intensely on language proficiency, and should 

therefore drive a larger weight.  

Acceleration is another test measure. This measure is inequitable. Many schools are too small to have 

the staff needed to accelerate students in the middle grades. Many schools lack access to highly 

talented or qualified candidates for the advanced classes at the middle grades. Therefore, a large group 

of schools (representing a small but important group of students) would not have access to these points. 

Furthermore, this seems to encourage acceleration. As a mathematics teacher, (having taught 

elementary, middle, high, and college) I am not sure that is the route we should be encouraging. 

Acceleration still looks like tracking in some districts and schools, and still looks like compacting 

standards and over-assigning practice in many schools and districts. I am not sure why this is another 

test-driven part of the formula? Students that are accelerated will take the state assessment and are 

scored on proficiency and growth. These scores are already accounted for in growth and proficiency. It is 

the teachers’, parents’, and students’ responsibility to ensure the accelerated student is proficient at 

their end-of-year/course assessment just as if they were on-level.  



As I step back and look at this K-8 formula, all I see is testing in multiple forms. How is this balanced? 

Shouldn’t we look at how these elementary students have access to enriching curriculum? If the formula 

is test driven, why not teach all core subjects and only those. If my school were in trouble, I might be 

encouraged to drop the FTEs for physical education and the arts, and use those FTEs to reduce class 

sizes. The intention behind that is good, but in practice, children will not be exposed to the largest part 

of the world, and there is extensive research to show the great impact the arts have on reading and 

mathematics proficiencies, and the development of scientific thinking/reasoning. It would be akin to 

removing all of the fruits and vegetables from school meals in order to ensure the children eat enough 

protein and complex carbohydrates. How desirable is a meal with no color that has no evidence of fresh 

organic elements? Please reconsider this focus on testing! I would encourage no more than 40% of the 

calculation to be testing focused. This would encourage teachers to teach beyond the test. This might 

change classrooms into collaborative “labs” where ideas are shared, tested, analyzed, debated, revised, 

and reported. That is a classroom in which I would want to learn. That is the classroom in which I would 

want to teach. Unfortunately, a few bonus points are not enough to encourage this and to confirm 

schools that are already doing this.  

The bonus points are also well intentioned, but problematic. I agree that a school that actively 

discourages special education populations from attending should be considered in a different way than 

schools that accept and teach ALL students. However, the unintended effect from this response is the 

over-identification of students in special education. In addition, would that 80% include exceptional 

education? In that instance, I can just keep a large population of students identified as gifted and 

talented in order to meet the requirement for the bonus points. I think the problem this addresses is a 

complex problem and will require a more complex solution/response.  

In reference to the growth models proposed. I have looked carefully at the way growth is measured with 

each model. I have looked at the research that has birthed each model, and sources that replicated that 

research in an effort to validate through research (as opposed to validity and reliability measures). I am 

intrigued by the growth to target model, but it seems to be a “young” model, in that is has not been 

utilized in scale with a population like the one in AZ. It has attributes that seem to have the potential of 

improving equitable measurement, but again I do not see the replication at scale that would provide 

confidence in this model at this time. Therefore, I propose this model be run concurrently with the 

model selected to gather 3 years of data regarding how it works in our specific system, a system with 

quite a few challenges to equity and access. That leaves me with the Florida Model (F model) and 

Student Growth Percentiles Model (SGP model). The concern I have with the SGP model is the existence 

of ranking within the model. The model has ranking within the cohorts, which by default requires some 

“losers” and some “winners”. This is problematic when the whole of the population is moving towards 

improvement. The other concern I have is with overly large districts like Mesa PS and Tucson USD. Both 

of these districts have such a large student population with respect to the state, that the model creates 

an artificial ceiling. The progress toward the goal has a diminishing impact and ends up making a district 

score of “A” a statistical challenge. The Florida model has been used at scale with contexts similar to AZ 

(vastly different sizes of districts and vastly different access). The model does not have the same ranking 

issued posed by the SGP model.  The model works more equitable with proportionately large districts. It 

is my suggestion that the state use the F Model and run the Growth to Target model concurrently to 

determine in three years’ time which model will propel us in the direction we want to move.  



The 9-12 Model has a unique impact on HS districts, while also affecting unified K-12 districts. As such, I 

will address the ideas and concerns through both lenses. Initially I wondered why growth in HS is far less 

important than proficiency (half the value). I wonder if that is to ensure college readiness. If the 

intention was to recognize HS as the place where “the rubber meets the road”, then I understand the 

focus on proficiency over growth. If we are still looking at HS as a learning interval that is designed to 

prepare one for many avenues (college, career, vocational, certification, entrepreneurship, etc.) then it 

seems contradictory to have proficiency valued at twice that of growth.  

The growth options are varied. One option considers just Algebra 2 (in terms of mathematics). The 

concern with this option is we are looking at growth but the students change every year. This would be 

problematic for at least 5 years as we have student populations that have vastly different educational 

experience by year (some student cohorts have been through 4 sets of standards with transitions for 

each, some student cohorts have been more greatly affected by the Great Recession than others, in 

regions of AZ some student cohorts have been more affected by chronic illness than any other cohort, 

etc.). This would not give us a real picture of mathematics for a number of years.  

Testing focus seems to be over-represented in this formula as well. The College and Career ready 

percentage listed mostly assessments that occur once. This, given more time, I am confident could be 

broadened to consider more attributes that are not single-day assessment related.  

I appreciate that graduation rate is included as an incentive for schools to consider this and improve it. 

Of course, graduation rate is a measure that can be predicted quite accurately by zip code. The point I 

am making is the greatest impact to graduation rate is not in the hands of schools. It includes the home 

environment and resiliency factors. If this remains in the formula, will funding be diverted to districts 

and schools that are not meeting this measure, in order to help them fund school-to-community 

programs that may have a greater impact? Will funds be diverted to the feeder schools to direct funds 

to mental health and self-care initiatives that have a great impact on this measure? I struggle to see how 

a school can improve this vastly without the engagement of the community, but we all know that is 

costly.  

Regarding the College and Career readiness Indicator. Why is the ACT valued less than the SAT? 

Research does not state any difference in college ready predictability between the exams. The 

discrepancy does not make sense to me. Will the college level course point value be based on whether 

actual credit is earned or whether it could be earned? The distinction is a financial one (some students 

take dual enrollment courses but cannot pay for the dual enrollment credit). I noticed that two options 

of point accumulation and awarding have been proposed. The Board has considered and average of 

individual earnings each year. The technical reviewers suggest growth from the past year. For the same 

reason as not considering Algebra 2 as a good growth focus, measuring growth from one year to the 

next requires measuring a school’s growth across different cohorts of students. This should only be 

considered when looking at the year’s points in comparison to the past three or four year’s average. This 

would account for many of the differences across cohorts. However, a system that measures points 

earned to the average of the past few year’s points would be more appropriate for this measure than 

measuring individually each year, simply based on the purpose for this part of the formula (the goal is to 

move the needle toward greater readiness as a system).  

 



I greatly appreciate the opportunity to take part in this discussion from a distance (as I am teaching 

during your meeting time). Thank you for considering my thoughts carefully and measuring the need to 

report out against the needs of all students and teachers in AZ  to have an equitable and appropriate 

accountability system that moves schools and classrooms to look the way they need to look to meet the 

needs of this and future generations.  

I close with two photos. Please consider whether the classrooms your children and grandchildren 

experience should look like Photo A or Photo B, and whether your formula encourages the same.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: School Letter Grading
Date: Thursday, March 23, 2017 12:06:23 PM

I do not believe that the current system of grading is accurate or fair to a High School District. 
Placing so much emphasis on a testing regime that has no direct link to a student’s actual academic
career holds one stake holder accountable, the school, but leaves the other with no responsibility or
accountability, the student.  One would think that educational professionals would have learned
from the sizable increase in AIMS proficiency when it became a requirement for graduation that not
all children will perform well on a test just for the sake of testing.  In fact, many are solely motivated
by the carrot and stick of personal gain or cost.  We as teachers are constantly harped on to make
lessons relevant to students realities while ADE refuses to create the same link between the
students and the high stakes tests. 
 
I would love to see you and the legislature graded on the number of responses you receive regarding
your hard work and dedication based on the total number of voting Arizona Citizens instead of the
effort and consideration you put not that work.  But no one wants to be evaluated as you propose a
school and teacher are.
 
I thank you for your time and consideration.
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From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Specific Criteria Suggestion for Music in A-F Ratings
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2017 1:18:25 PM

Dear Committee Members,

I attended the Community Forum on March 7th in Phoenix.  There I addressed those gathered
about the need to include the arts in the A-F calculations at all grade levels, K-12.  I know that
the arts enhances the lives of our students and for some, arts education is what keeps them in
schools.  Students in the arts also learn the value of hard work, goal-setting, teamwork,
determination, time management, and many other skills that help them in all academic content
areas and throughout their future life pursuits.  The heavy reliance on only math and ELA in
the proposed system does not accurately include other important subject areas.  At the very
least, it is my opinion that the arts be included as a "bonus" area, though I firmly believe the
arts (as well as the sciences, social studies, and health/PE) deserve a place in the pie of the
total calculations as these subject areas are equally important to math/ELA even if the manner
for assessment is unfamiliar to some people.  I hope you will make every effort to expand the
criteria to give a more well-rounded and accurate assessment of the true quality of Arizona
schools.

As a music educator, I can also help provide a few specific ideas for how music may be
incorporated to a scoring system.

1. At the middle and high school levels, band, orchestra, and choir programs have the
opportunity to perform at festivals that are adjudicated by trained musicians organized
by the Arizona Band and Orchestra Directors Association, the Arizona Choral
Educators, and the Arizona Music Educators Association.  Groups may elect to attend a
festival for comments only or a rating.  Groups that are new to the festival system
usually choose to attend for comments, but most groups decide to receive a rating.  The
ratings are given on a 100 point scale by averaging the scores of the judges.  The final
rating is given in the following 20 point increments: Poor - Fair - Good - Excellent -
Superior.  In addition, groups can earn a "Superior with Distinction" when they are
awarded a score qualifying as a Superior from all judges.  At the Area Festival, a rating
of Exellent or Superior qualifies a group to attend the State Competition.

For the purposes of awarding points to a school, I could see granting 0.5 points for each
ensemble at a school that earns and Excellent or Superior at such a festival up to 2
points per school year (or something of that nature).  The committee would also likely
want to limit each ensemble to only earning points one time each school year.  For
example, a marching band may attend 4 competitions and could build up points
quickly.  However, having other ensembles earn points too will be a true measure of a
strong music program.

2. I also believe classes offered or enrollment data could be used as data for the arts in our
schools.  Based on the size of a cohort or of the school's population, a formula could
give points when a certain number are arts classes are taught in any given year (Art here
refers to Dance, Theatre, Music, and Visual Art).  Here's a rough example:

Cohort Size: 59 or less (Schools offering 1 year-round or 2 semester art classes receive
1 point)
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Cohort Size: 60-119 (Schools offering 2 year-round or 4 semester art classes receive 1
point)
Cohort Size: 120-179 (Schools offering 3 year-round or 6 semester art classes receive 1
point)
Etc...

Then, the school adds up all points for total number of cohorts and divides by total
number of cohorts to get how many points they receive.  
This might be a challenge for arts classes that can be taken by students in multiple
grades, so perhaps the calculation is simply based on the total number of students in a
school and no averaging is needed.
For schools to say they are offering a class in the arts, the committee would need to
specify the number of instructional minutes, unless that's already covered in state law.

In a similar manner, a formula like the one above could also be used to determine the
percentage of students enrolled in arts classes and to award points in that manner.  For
example:
Percentage of student body enrolled in art classes 0-9%, No points
Percentage of student body enrolled in art classes 10-19%, 0.5 points
Percentage of student body enrolled in art classes 20-29%, 1 point
Percentage of student body enrolled in art classes 30-39%, 1.5 points
Percentage of student body enrolled in art classes 40+%, 2 points

I did put the above percentages low to start based on what I see as giving schools a
chance.  I feel many schools in AZ would get 0.5 points or 1 point if such a calculation
were mande this year.  These numbers should definitely be examined at sample schools
to see if they are too easy or too difficult to meet.

I hope these ideas are useful to you and welcome you to reach out to me if you have further
questions about them.  Thank you again for your hard work to complete this in the most
accurate and conscientious manner on behalf our our students.

-- 



From:
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: The Letter Grades for Schools draft
Date: Friday, March 24, 2017 7:47:18 PM

Good Evening,
I would like to thank you for the opportunity for our district and town to hear the proposed draft for the changes being made to
our grading of schools in Arizona.  Although I am not in complete agreement with Arizona maintaining the practice of giving
letter grades to schools and districts (ESSA was to eliminate this); without the choice, I do appreciate my opinion being
considered.  There are many factors that are to be considered when creating a system of measurement.  I appreciate those who
have taken their time to consider, evaluate and come up with a draft to try and realize an equitable approach to this.  There are
many factors that we as educators realize are not the same among our communities of learners.  After reviewing the choices
and changes that have been given and have been considered, I recommend the following:

For both the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks, I would like to advocate for the adoption of the Florida Model provided as
an option for ELA and math as part of the Growth Component. This option is much more transparent than the
Student Growth Percentiles (SGP) which were utilized in the prior A-F Plan for K-8 and included data which
individual sites/districts could not verify as we do not have access to all of the data on which those growth scores
were based. For similar reasons, it would even be preferable to the Student Growth Targets (SGT) that are also
proposed as an option. Furthermore, SGPs--by nature of their design--inherently produce "winners" and "losers" in
which one school's/district's gains are at the expense of another due to the rank ordering which is utilized as part of
the measure. The Florida Model provides points based on the individual student, not their progress as compared to
others and does so in a way which provides greater acknowledgement of progress than would be awarded with the
use of SGTs. The Florida Model provides the fairest growth measure for our demographic and meets philosophical
goals set forth by the SBE for transparency, also enabling individual students to be the unit of analysis.
For the College and Career Ready Index (CCRI), which is proposed as a component of the 9-12 Framework, I
strongly support the proposed CCRI Rubric. It provides a balanced approach which recognizes and rewards both
college and career readiness, incorporating elements of both into the draft CCRI Rubric. This comprehensive
approach for this component enables the inclusion of available data elements (other than state assessment data), to
be utilized as part of the 9-12 A-F Framework and meets the philosophical goal of the SBE to include multiple
measures of performance in the framework.
I also strongly support the inclusion of "bonus points" for special education enrollment at the school level in both
the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks. These points reinforce and reward the inclusion of all students in school,
particularly for those schools which serve a higher special education population for programmatic reasons.
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From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Sunday, March 05, 2017 7:22:07 PM

Submitted on Sunday, 5 March 2017 - 7:22pm
Submitted by anonymous user:
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message: I am writing in support of the State Board's efforts to expand the
criteria that are used to evaluate the performance of schools in out state.
In particular I would like to express my support for the College and Career
Component and the Boards leadership that would for the first time in our
state value both college and career readiness equally.   Career readiness is
not at the expense of college readiness in fact over 75% of career and
technical education students are pursuing post=secondary education within two
years of graduating from high school according to some recent national
statistics.  In addition 60% of the careers that offer a high possibility of
economic independence are in the sweet spot of requiring less than a
baccalaureate degree but more than a high school diploma.  It is clearly in
the best interest of our students to be both college and career ready.
While you must be college ready to be career ready it is not necessarily true
that you are career ready if college ready.  Finally, the indicators for this
component of the system are not all currently measured or in some cases may
be measured but not currently collected but if they are indicators that are
important indicators of future student success then we need to include them
in the system and seek the resources if necessary to get the data.  To simply
not include an important indicator simply because we don't yet have the data
is clearly the wrong approach.   Of course schools can not be held
accountable to those indicators until they can be measured and need some time
to gear up when they can be measured.   The Board is doing incredibly
important work in this area as what gets measured gets done.   Simply
measuring standardized test scores (attainment and growth) in reading and
math is far to simplistic a look at school performance and if we know
anything while there is a lot of good things happening in Arizona schools
they don't include nearly enough students prepared for career and college
success.   I hope the Board will demonstrate courage in making change to the
current educational paradigm as the current state is not helping nearly
enough students achieve success.   Simply doing more of the same and
expecting students performance to improve is of course insanity.  Let's put
some new components and associated indicators in the A-F System and see if we
can't move the needle upward for the sake of our students.  Finally, the new
system may not be perfect but if there is evidence that one our more of the
components is not moving the needle on student performance then change the
system.   This is far to important to do once and be done.

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/631
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From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Tuesday, March 07, 2017 1:28:44 PM

Submitted on Tuesday, 7 March 2017 - 1:28pm

Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message: I would like to comment about the proposed changes to the current
labeling  A-D system the schools in Arizona have in place. I have been told
it is going to change which I do not agree with. The current labeling A-D
system shows growth according to test scores versus the one being proposed
will not factor in this growth. The current AZ Merit test is still new and it
is just one measure to show how a student is performing.

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/635
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From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 9:41:36 PM

Submitted on Wednesday, 22 March 2017 - 9:41pm
Submitted by anonymous user: 
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message:
I'm writing up on behalf of having the Arts - visual/performing - as an
essential component criteria to the AZ Dept. of Ed Standards for Curriculum
at the high school/secondary level. They currently are NOT making it part of
a College and Career Ready indicator.  This a backward way/narrow-minded way
of thinking and is counter-productive to improving student achievement on a
State, National and International level.  Between the Federal Government's
proposed budget cuts to the NEA and and the Humanities - the Arts are really
at risk at so many levels.
Research has proven over and over that arts education is an essential part of
creating citizens that will be competitive in the world arena.
I am a 1993 graduate of South Mountain High School's Center for the Arts
Magnet program.  I studied Music and Drama.  Playing the violin helped me
escape poverty, helped me get scholarships and I have played music in places
like Ireland and Norway.
I also am a working actor and recently starred in a wide release feature film
called .  You can verify that at

If it weren't for my high school arts education I would not have made an
effort to achieve academically.  I graduated in the top 2% of my class.
Don't gut these Arts programs, we must protect our children's futures!!
Kind Regards,

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/660

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/660


From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 11:30:09 AM

Submitted on Tuesday, 21 March 2017 - 11:30am
Submitted by anonymous user: 
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message: A-F School Accountability Formula. As the A-F Committee considers
the new formula for calculating school's A-F grade, I urge inclusion of
health and physical education programs in the formula.  The whole child comes
to school! If the child is not healthy and fit, learning is not optimal.
Evidence based research indicates that health and physical education programs
work! They contribute not only to health and fitness, but to success in other
subject areas, to fewer discipline problems, and better school attendance. In
elementary schools quality physical education programs are a favorite subject
for many children and make school enjoyable.  Arizona based research
(Mountain Pointe High School) shows that secondary physical education
programs are effective in enhancing lifelong physical activity (20 years
after school graduation). They also result in learning lifelong
self-management skills that encourage healthy behaviors. Quality health and
physical education programs produce future citizens with health literacy and
physical literacy that reduce risk of chronic disease later in life and that
enhance personal wellness.  These literacies also have economic benefits
associated with reduced health care and insurance costs.  Health and physical
education programs should be included in the formula for calculating A-F
grades for schools.

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/657

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/657


From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Monday, March 20, 2017 2:28:14 PM

Submitted on Monday, 20 March 2017 - 2:28pm
Submitted by anonymous user: 
Submitted values are:

Message:
I am sending this email in support of Physical Education continuing to be a
full time position in all our schools!  I am a Physical Education teacher

.  I have been
teaching now for over 25 years and have continued to see our programs be cut
back over time.  In this day and age, not only are the kids not getting
enough physical exercise, but there are more and more of them that are
becoming overweight due to bad eating habits and an inacitve lifestyle (too
much access to their phones, video games, and television). I grew up in North
Dakota, and we had Physical Education every day of the week, EVERY week! We
also had recess 2 times/day.  I was shocked when moving to AZ in the late 80s
to find out how little PE was being required in our schools!, and that some
didnt even have a recess time for kids! There are NUMEROUS studies showing
how exercise is beneficial  when it comes to students performing in their
classrooms, as well as with behavioral issues (in test scores as well as day
to day performance.)  Our bodies were made to MOVE, not to sit in a desk all
day!  It is a proven fact.  PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW Physical Education to become
an elective.  You are putting all of our youth at risk by doing so!  Thank
you for hearing my voice on this!  Sincerely,

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/653

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/653


From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Monday, March 20, 2017 2:44:24 PM

Submitted on Monday, 20 March 2017 - 2:44pm
Submitted by anonymous user:
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message:
I am writing in regard to the proposed A-F School Accountability Plan
presented in draft form in public meeting on March 7, 2017.

I suggest you consider an alternate method for assessing College and Career
Readiness than the very complicated rubric currently under consideration.  In
this letter I will only be addressing the College Readiness side of the
rubric.

   If I understand matters correctly, the intent for the college readiness
indicators of the rubric is to improve college enrollment without remedial
coursework. Then, let us work to measure that “outcome” rather than all
the myriad of activities listed in the rubric. After all, one of the primary
reasons behind the ‘common core’ curriculum standards was a call from
university leaders pushing to better prepare high school students for
college. The chief measure of this was to reduce the proportion of remedial
coursework required of freshmen students.

There benefits to measuring the outcome, rather than in activities, in the
case are numerous.
•       It is far more simple and therefore easier to implement. If we are going
to rely on schools to develop the tracking systems to self-report college
readiness, let us keep it very simple – the percentage of students
attending a post-secondary institution that do not require remedial
coursework. One number. This is far easier than tracking “college level”
high school courses, SAT, ACT, IB, AzMerit, FAFSA completion, and the like.
•       Passing out of remedial coursework more closely assesses true college
readiness than whatever is done in a high school classroom.
•       This one target of reducing the incidence of remedial coursework brings
together K-12 and post-secondary institutions in a common goal.

There is the challenge that such a data point would likely not be available
until September when freshmen students enter university. This might
necessitate a pause for this fall. But it is difficult to imagine how schools
will be able to gear up any kind of accurate tracking for the Fall 2017
Letter Grades anyway.

I thank you for your hard work to develop a robust letter grade metric and
also for seeking input from the public.

Sincerely,

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov




From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 11:11:08 AM

Submitted on Tuesday, 28 March 2017 - 11:11am
Submitted by anonymous user: 
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message:
Dear Committee Members working on A-F reporting,

I recently attended one of the open forums in Tempe for feedback about the
new system for grading schools.

I'm very concerned that as part of the ESSA mandate of educating the whole
child that indicators be included for other aspects than standardized tests
for math, language arts and science.

Please adopt arts-related indicators for school quality!!

Examples include factoring in:

-- The number of arts course offerings by schools (including visual and
performing arts)

-- The percentage of high school students enrolled in arts courses that

   provide postsecondary credit.

-- The number of certified arts educators

-- The proportion of certified arts educators to students.

Thank you for your efforts in this regard. There are many amazing arts
organizations in the area that can help you with your data collection and
working out the details regarding the way the material can be gathered!

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/671

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
https://azsbe.az.gov/node/35/submission/671


From: inbox@azsbe.az.gov
To: AZSBE Inbox
Subject: Website Contact Request
Date: Monday, March 06, 2017 5:03:39 PM

Submitted on Monday, 6 March 2017 - 5:03pm
Submitted by anonymous user: 
Submitted values are:

Topic: General Information or Comments on Proposed Rules
Message:
To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing in regards to the upcoming school label decision.  As a teacher
at Title 1 school, it is very alarming that the formula for labels will not
factor in growth.  In the past, a significant part of the formula included
growth.  This growth directly reflected the teaching going on at each site.
At most Title 1 schools, there is a large percentage of ELL students,
students from low socioeconomic backgrounds (not exposed to any kind of
learning at home), homeless students, etc.  Many of these students come to us
extremely low--sometimes a few grade levels behind, but make huge growth
throughout the year.  They may not "benchmark," but their growth is
substantial from where they started.  When the growth of these students is
not factored into the formula, our schools are set up to fail.  Our students
are set up to fail.

The "Proficiency" model does not reflect the powerful teaching/learning going
on at our schools.  This model is not good for our students or teachers.
However, the "Growth" model highlights the powerful instruction targeted at
our most struggling learners.  It recognizes the learning and the progress.
It puts all schools, regardless of socioeconomic status, on a level playing
field.  Please reconsider your decision.  Please put the best interests of
our students first.  Thank you for your time and consideration.  Growth
matters!

mailto:inbox@azsbe.az.gov
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